Crown Asia Expands Project Portfolio
Crown Asia Chemicals Corporation (Crown Asia), a leading manufacturer of
plastic compounds, CROWN pipes and fittings, is set to add more projects into its
growing pipeline.
After recently securing supply to a number of PPP projects such as the NAIA
Expressway Phases 1 and 2 and six NHA Housing projects, Crown Asia has made
its way into various mall, healthcare and leisure developments.
Crown Asia Chemicals began supplying its PVC pipes to Ayala Land's new
premier commercial developments, namely, the Sunrise Paradigm in Pasig and
the Bonifacio Stopover in Taguig. Both are mix-use projects with commercial
malls combined with office buildings. The company is likewise servicing the PVC
pipe requirements of Star Malls of Vista Land located in Bataan, Bulacan, Las
Pinas and Laguna.
As Crown Asia broadens its applications, Crown pipes is currently also being
used in the construction of the UST Hospital as well to several Ace Medical
Hospital Facilities in Quezon City , Valenzuela City and Pateros, Rizal. Crown
pipes were supplied to the Medical City in Iloilo and Unihealth Hospitals in
Paranaque and Binan, Laguna. ACE hospital in Iloilo is slated to receive CROWN
pipes for its construction requirements.

Cultural Partner
Crown Pipes are continuously being supplied to the Las Casas Filipinas de
Acuzar, an open-air museum and heritage park located in Bagac, Bataan.
Developed by New San Jose Builders, the resort features ancestral houses
transported from all over the Philippines and reassembled in one single
location. The resort is considered a tourism showcase as the current finished
twenty- seven ancestral pieces are used for hotels and restaurants. A Replica of
Balanga Cathedral is also installed in this resort.

Looking Forward
“We are proud to be part of a cultural project as ambitious as the Las Casas
Filipinas de Acuzar. It shows that aside from being a preferred brand because of
our proven product quality, Crown Pipes is also establishing its versatility in
wider applications. We will continue to update our other project inroads. " said
Derrick P. Villanueva, General Manager of Pipe Division.
Mr. Villanueva is confident that with the continuous expansion to other project
developments, Crown Asia Chemicals is poised for further growth in 2016 and on
track with its goals.

